Compensatory lung growth in autologus lobar implant after pneumonectomy in dogs
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Evaluate compensatory lung growth (CLG) in lobar transplant and see if it is similar to CLG after lobectomy.

Methods: We used 48 dogs in three groups (G1=control, G2=left cranial lobectomy, and G3=pneumonectomy with reimplantation of left caudal lobe). Five months after surgery animals underwent lung scintigraphy and were then sacrificed for lung morphometric study.

Results: There was no correlation between scintigraphy and lung mass or lung volume. There was both mass and residual volume CLG in the operated groups, both contralateral and ipsilateral to surgery; there was no compensation for total lung capacity or compliance in the remaining caudal lobe (G2) or the reimplanted caudal lobe (G3) 5 months after surgery, there was more damage in the reimplanted lobe. As previous studies have show that CLG starts with increased mass and residual volume and that compliance is later compensated, this study seems to have documented the beginning of CLG, with lung compliance being the limiting factor of CLG after 5 months of study.

Conclusion: There is CLG in both reimplanted lobe and contralateral lung but compliance is still reduced. CLG was similar in both groups but implanted lobe compliance was more prejudiced.
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RESUMO

Objetivo: Avaliar se existe crescimento compensatório pulmonar em transplante lobar e verificar se este crescimento é semelhante ao que ocorre após lobectomia.

Métodos: Foram utilizados 48 cães, distribuídos em 3 grupos (G1=controle, G2=lobectomia cranial esquerda e G3=pneumonectomia com reimplante do lobo caudal esquerdo). Após 5 meses da cirurgia, os animais foram submetidos à cintilografia pulmonar e a seguir sacrificados para estudo morfométrico pulmonar.

Resultados: Os resultados mostraram que não existe correlação da cintilografia nem com a massa nem com o volume do pulmão. Houve crescimento compensatório em massa e volume residual nos dois grupos operados, tanto no pulmão contralateral como no ipsilateral à cirurgia, não existindo até os 5 meses de estudo compensação em capacidade pulmonar total, nem em complacência pulmonar no lobo caudal remanescente do G2 e no lobo caudal reimplantado do G3, havendo maior prejuízo para o lobo reimplantado. Como estudos prévios mostram que o crescimento compensatório pulmonar se inicia com aumento da massa e do volume residual, e que a complacência é compensada posteriormente, este estudo parece ter documentado o início do crescimento compensatório, sendo a complacência pulmonar o fator limitante do crescimento compensatório após 5 meses de estudo.

Conclusão: Conclui-se que existe crescimento compensatório tanto no lobo reimplantado como no pulmão contralateral, mas a complacência ainda encontra-se reduzida. O crescimento compensatório foi semelhante nos dois grupos, mas a complacência do lobo implantado está mais prejudicada.

kidney, therefore the phenomena involved are less known. After resection increase in the remaining lung should be interpreted as CLG as there is compensation for loss of volume and function, and not regeneration as occurs in the liver after partial ablation. Lung growth is similar to the kidneys with cell hypertrophy and hyperplasia. After resection stimulation the remaining lung stretches out to completely occupy the pleural cavity. This stretching could be the start of CLG which initially would be hypertrophy with collagen and elastin synthesis; hyperplasia would occur in a final phase. Factors can influence CLG. One of these is a disharmony between lung parenchyma growth and the airway. The first is highly distendable and easily increases its volume, and the second is more rigid does not allow large alterations in volume. However, authors agree that after experimental lung ablation, mass and volume increase in the remaining lung, as do DNA, RNA, and protein, suggesting cell multiplication.

In previous studies with young adult rats, we have shown that CLG was so efficient that lung mass had already recovered 7 days after, and volume 30 days after surgery when around 55% of the lungs were removed. We also showed that CLG was not similar in the remaining lobes as the operated side lung had more efficient growth throughout the experiment (180 days) while contralateral lung stopped growing after 7 days. In relation to lung function, lung volumes and capacities which were reduced seven days after surgery, had already recovered on the 30th day post-operative (PO) and expiratory flows which were reduced on the 30th day PO were normal on the 180th day PO. Static compliance which was reduced 7 days after surgery had returned to normal by the 30th day while dynamic compliance, total lung resistance, and work performed for ventilation which were altered on the 30th day PO were normal by the 180th day. In a later study we showed that compensatory growth in rat lung mass was directly proportional to protein increase and that the lung on the operated side continued to grow until the 180th day while contralateral lung growth had stopped by the 30th day. Some authors have shown compensatory growth in native lungs even with immunosuppressive drugs and transplanted lung rejection. It is desirable that compensatory growth also occurs in the transplanted lungs especially in adult lobar transplant or in children who are still growing. Evidence that ipsilateral lung ablation produces effective compensatory growth than in the contralateral due to pressure stimulation seems quite opportune because in transplants where the donor lung is smaller than the receptor the good transplanted lung would grow more than the native lung which is compromised. The objective of this study was to evaluate the existence of compensatory lung growth in lobar transplant and find out if it is similar to growth in the remaining analogous lobe post-lobectomy.

Methods

We used 48 adult male dogs of undefined breed between 8 - 18kg and 74 - 111cm, provided by the UNESP Central Animal House. All animals were quaranteened as demanded by the animal house, and we only used dogs which were clinically healthy. The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal Experimentation.

There were 3 experimental groups:
- Control – G1 – (n=20), submitted to lung scintigraphy and then sacrificed for lung morphometry.
- Lobectomy – G2 - (n=14), submitted to left cranial lobectomy and about 5 months later underwent lung scintigraphy and were later sacrificed for lung morphometry.
- Transplant – G3 – (n=14), submitted to left pneumonectomy and reimplantation of the left caudal lobe, and about 5 months later were submitted to lung scintigraphy and then sacrificed for lung morphometry.

Surgical and anaesthestic procedure (G2 and G3)

After approximately 12 hours fasting, animals were weighed and submitted to general endovenous anaesthesia with 30mg/kg sodium pentobarbital, with 10mg/kg complementation. Next animals were restrained in a Claude Bernard gutter, in right lateral decubitus and a left lateral thoracic tonsillotomy was performed. After oral trachea intubation with a Rush catheter, they were ventilated with compressed air using a Takaokaô model 600 respirator. Left hemi-thorax antisepsis was performed with 2% iodine alcohol, a sterile surgical wrap was positioned and thoracotomy performed in the 6th left intercostal space with approximately 15cm extension in skin, subcutaneous, and muscles. A Finocchietto rib spreader was used. The cavity was checked for the two left lung lobes (cranial and caudal). The cranial lobe arteries and then the veins were dissected and sectioned between ligations, the cranial lobe was then removed after proximal ligation of its bronchus. Left cranial lobectomy was then completed.

Only G3 animals underwent dissection of the left main bronchus, the left branch of the lung artery, and opening of the pulmonary ligament for dissection of the left inferior lung vein. Next, the left branch of the lung artery was clamped at the most proximal point, and the start of hot ischemia was recorded. One hundred and fifty units of heparin were distally injected into the clamped artery. Then arterial flow was momentarily released for heparin mobilization towards the caudal lobe periphery. The inferior lung vein was clamped close to the left atrium without opening the pericardium and artery and vein were sectioned 0.5cm distal to the clamps. The main bronchus was then clamped 1cm above where it emerges from cranial lobe and the bronchus was then sectioned. Pneumonectomy was completed in G3. Caudal lobe mass were measured, then the lobe was placed in cold saline marking the start of cold ischemia. The cranial lobe bronchus stump was then removed and cold Ringer lactate (6 - 10°C) was injected into the caudal lobe artery at 25cmH2O until meat colored liquid came out of the vein. Caudal lobe reimplantation was started in the bronchus with 4-0 polypropylene thread continuous suture. The bronchus was then released and lobe ventilation began. Next the artery and vein were sutured with 6-0 polypropylene continuous suture. Before the last stitch in the vein, the artery was released to allow residual air to escape from the reimplanted lobe circulation. This marked the end of cold ischemia. An nº 26 Pezzer chest tube was inserted into the 3rd or 4th anterior intercostal space in all G2 and G3 animals. The thoracic wall
was closed in layers using thick cotton to bring the ribs together and 2-0 cotton thread for musculature, subcutaneous, and skin. The chest tube was removed immediately after extubation before removing the dog from the restraining gutter. Penicillin benzatine was administered intramuscularly deep in the left thigh (600,000 units directly after surgery, and another 600,000 units the following day).

Scintigraphy: As the first procedure in G1 and approximately 5 months after surgery in G2 and G3, dogs were anesthetised as described above and scintigraphy was performed as described in a previous work (1).

Sacrifice and lung measurements

Approximately 7 days after scintigraphy, animals were again anesthetised with endovenous sodium pentobarbital (30mg/kg) and median laparotomy was performed for bleeding by aorta section. Next, median sternotomy was performed and the lungs and heart were removed in one piece. After washing under running water, the lungs were isolated from the heart and each other by transverse section of the two bronchi close to the main carina. Lung lobes were separated and weighed with a 160g capacity OWA LABOR® scale, and volumes measured by immersion in a previously calibrated flask of saline. This volume was denominated isolated lung residual volume (RV). Each lobe was then infused via the bronchus with saline at 20cmH₂O until full; the bronchus was tied and lobe volume measured again. This volume was denominated isolated total lung capacity (TLC). RV was subtracted from TLC and the result divided by 20cmH₂O, to obtain compliance. This value was divided by residual volume to obtain specific compliance (Csp). Density of each lobe was also calculated by dividing mass by residual volume (d).

Statistical analysis

Analysis of variance was used for differences between experimental groups; F and p values were calculated. When p<0.05 the Tukey test was used for differences between pairs of means. Linear correlation coefficients were determined between perfusion by scintigraphy and lung volumes and masses in the three groups, and the ‘t’ test for dependent samples was used to compare left caudal lobe masses at the time of implant and sacrifice in G3.

Results

Ischemia time varied from 57 to 85 minutes with maximum hot ischemia time of 4 minutes. G2 animals gained around 2,1kg body mass between surgery and sacrifice, and G3 gained only 0.7kg. There was no significant difference between groups for body mass and muzzle to anus length (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05). The ratios for relative lung mass to body weight (8.5g/kg), relative lung mass to muzzle to anus length (1.2g/cm) were not significantly different between groups (p>0.05).
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G1, G2, and G3 mean relative perfusions in left and right lungs calculated by scintigraphy were LL=47.20% and RL=52.80%; LL=28.54% and RL=71.46%; and LL=18.88% and RL=81.12% respectively, significant difference between groups (LL: G1>G2>G3, p<0.001), (RL: G1<G2<G3, p<0.001) (Figure 7). Linear correlation between perfusion by scintigraphy and lung masses and volumes was not significant in any group. Left caudal lobe masses in G3 at time of implant were significantly lower than at sacrifice (p<0.001).

Discussion

Left caudal lobe

Mean caudal lobe mass increased from G1 to G3, suggesting a higher mass compensatory growth in the reimplanted lobe than in the remaining lobe of the lobectomized animals. In G3 we were able to measure the caudal lobe before reimplantation; we could therefore compare them at time of surgery and sacrifice, they were significantly higher at sacrifice even though drier due to bleeding. This mass in the reimplanted lobe is so large that it becomes similar to control animal left lung. This could be due to compensatory growth, edema, fibrosis, etc. If it were only due to CLG, then G3 would be similar to G2, but it was higher therefore there might have been other phenomena involved in the reimplanted lobe. RV of caudal lobes in operated animals did not differ, suggesting a similar compensatory volume growth in both operated groups. But the reimplanted caudal lobe tended to have higher volume, closer to RV in whole left lung than isolated G1 caudal lobe. For TLC, volumes decrease from G1 to G3, the inverse of RV. We think that volume increase was not proportionally equal in the three groups, because of the elastic fibers stretching out during the first phase of CLG (hyperinsuflation) in G2 and G3, but they did not reach the same volume as the control group, suggesting that fiber elasticity was compromised. If we analyze left lobe specific compliance, we can see that operated animals were significantly lower than controls, and in reimplanted animals even lower still; mean Csp was 61% in lobectomized and 42% in reimplanted animals compared to controls. This drop would be extremely great if it only represented fiber stretching by CLG, because
if so, the inflated lung would reach the size of the control group as they had started from a higher RV, there would be a lower compliance of approximately 0.244 for G2 and 0.220 for G3. This may not be significant in G2 as it is only a 17% difference, but in G3 there was a 55% difference between expected and calculated Csp. Therefore there may be other phenomena besides stretching that decrease reimplanted lobe compliance, for instance fiber thickening in the inter-alveolar septa. It has already been reported that transplanted lung has a much more acute reduction in compliance than native lung.

Left caudal lobe density was higher in G3 than the other two groups. This could be caused by fiber thickening of inter-alveolar septa or increased interstitial fluid. Some authors think that interstitial edema might have been responsible for thickening of intercalinar septa in compensatory growth five months after pneumonectomy in dogs and which had disappeared at 16 months. Despite little being known about lymphatic drainage adaptation in dog compensatory lung growth, in rats blood volume and interstitial fluid increase proportionally to lung parenchyma increase. Venous congestion and interstitial edema do not contribute to increased lung weight in young pneumonecimized rats, but in transplant, due to total section of lung hilus, lymphatic drainage is interrupted and until there is lymphatic system rechannelling, edema will occur and last much longer than in pneumonectomy. In a previous work, we demonstrated that operated side lung compensatory growth in rats was more intense and depended on other elements besides protein. In the contralateral side, however, growth depended on protein suggesting that on the surgery side, the remaining lobe grows with an accumulation of water or other elements with low protein concentration. This could be more intense after lobe reimplant leading to decreased lung compliance. We also observed in lobectomy rats that DNA did not significantly increase in the remaining lobes but RNA increased reaching values similar to the not operated groups; this suggests that compensatory growth is due more to increased cell volume than increased cell number suggesting lung tissue hypertrophy and not hyperplasia. This could be the cause of low compliance in reimplanted lobes. Corroborating this idea, Duebener et al. showed that stretching of the alveola septa 14 weeks after lobar transplant in growing pigs; this explains the decrease in lung compliance.

**Right lung**

Mean right lung mass is higher in the operated groups; this is very pronounced in G3 which is about 36% heavier than controls. Langenburg et al. also reported increased mass in contralateral lung 10 months after transplant. Operated right lung RV’s are similar and both significantly higher (approximately 36%) than controls; showing similar compensatory volume growth in contralateral lung of both lobectomized and reimplant groups. Langenburg et al. reported only a tendency towards increased functional residual capacity in the lung contralateral to the transplanted lung already rejected after surgery. Their results were probably not significant because they worked with a small number of animals as several authors have already shown mass and volume compensatory growth in lung contralateral to pneumonectomy. There was no significant difference in TLC between the three groups showing that despite operated animal RV’s being higher they did not manage to distend beyond control TLC values. If we analyze right lung Csp, we find no difference between operated groups but they are both significantly lower than controls; as right lung TLC was similar in the three groups, and RV was lower in G1 we understand that operated animal elastic fibers were already distended in RV and therefore unable to exceed control group TLC. It therefore seems that CLG occurs to fill the cavity from hypertrophy as fibers elongate but they can only reach the primitive position, and no further. We notice that right lung densities are similar in all three groups therefore an increased volume corresponds to a proportional mass increase. As density was measured in RV and this volume was already higher in operated animals than controls, the proportional mass increase could be by thickening of inter-alveolar septa. Other authors, 10 months after transplant rejection, noticed that contralateral lung compliance was similar to controls. They also noticed hyperinflation by increased alveoli surface. In rats, we showed that compensatory growth in lung contralateral to surgery occurred with increased proteins and RNA, but not DNA, also with cellular hypertrophy and not hyperplasia, and this growth maintained constant protein concentration showing that there were no other elements growing in a higher proportion as seemed to occur in the ipsilateral lung.

**Whole lung**

Whole lung masses and RV’s were both statistically similar in all three groups, and since the left cranial lobe was missing in operated animals, we understood that there was RV and mass compensatory growth. This increase was approximately equal to the mass and RV of the cranial lobe removed from G2 and G3. In rats, this has been reported by several authors, and was proportional to protein increase. Therefore if compensatory growth in dogs is similar, this mass increase may be due to increased protein synthesis. This would be higher in G2 ipsilateral remaining lobe or G3 reimplanted lobe which had more stimulation to grow by stretching out in an attempt to completely fill the pleural cavity. This phenomenon was due to collagen and elastin synthesis. Whole TLC is significantly higher in G1; as RV in the three groups are similar, G1 Csp is higher than in operated animals; the caudal lobes of operated animals were responsible for this low Csp which was more pronounced in G3. Whole lung density is also higher in G3 due to the the left caudal lobe. Protein increase may lead to thickening of the inter-alveolar septa which would result in decreased lung compliance. This would be more pronounced in reimplanted lobes. In trilobectomized young adult rats, lung compliance was reduced on the first postoperative days, but on the 30th day dynamic and 180th day static compliance, were not significantly different to controls. Similar results could probably be obtained in a group of dogs, but over a longer time as dog longevity is approximately 7 times higher than the rat. TLC was still
reduced 7 days after surgery in rats despite normalized RV, but on the 30th day it was normal13. Other authors have shown that this compensation may occur before the 14th postoperative day in rats10. Perhaps TLC compensation time in dogs is longer than our study period, this is why it was not detected.

**Lung scintigraphy**

In the control group, despite higher captation in the right lung, it was not significantly different from the left but in operated animals the right lung captation was significantly higher than the left. Scintigraphy did not detect CLG and no correlation was found between scintigraphy and lung mass and volume in any group; this demonstrates that perfusion scintigraphy under these conditions is not representative of lung parenchyma levels. One reason that may alter the result in operated dogs is anaesthesia, because to perform scintigraphy dogs were previously anaesthetized which leads to a superficial breathing1. As the left lung in operated animals had less compliance than the right, ventilation damage to the left was much higher and by the Euler and Liljestrandt law, perfusion should also decrease which would lead to reduced radionuclide drug captation by the left lung.

There are other factors influencing captation besides compliance because in controls there was no significant correlation between captation with scintigraphy and lung volume and mass, and one of the elements that can influence this result is decubitus because lung perfusion depends on gravity.

**Conclusion**

There is CLG in transplanted lobe and lung contralateral to transplant, but lung compliance is still reduced five months after surgery. In lobectomized and transplanted animals CLG of contralateral lung was similar but on the operated side reimplemented lobe lung compliance is much more prejudiced than the lobe remaining after lobectomy.
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